
Cumbria Community Learning and Skills has been delighted to support OTLA7 in South 
Lakeland. In the Summer of 2020 Richard Foster, then Centre Manager for South 
Lakeland, approached the senior management team with a proposal to work in 
collaboration with Kendal College. Tina Alderson had designed a new learning strategy 
'Emojis in English' to develop vocabulary, Speaking & Listening, Reading, and Writing 
skills to standard English. #EmojisinEnglish. The project would focus on the impact of 
the use of emojis in some of our ESOL classes. As this was an opportunity to try 
something different to support learners this was authorised, and the project was 
underway. 

As Area and Curriculum Manger with responsibility for ESOL provision across Cumbria I 
was particularly keen to see how the project would work with learners. Day to day 
management was delegated to Richard Foster and he worked with two of our 
experienced ESOL tutors, Neil Stanley, and Chris Fonth on translating the vision into 
classroom teaching practice. 

The service, alongside every other education provider, faced the challenge of delivering 
teaching in a new way due to the restrictions in classroom teaching due to Corona virus. 
The team ably rose to this challenge, initially delivering lessons online, via the Zoom 
platform. As restrictions were lifted, we returned to face-to-face teaching and learning 
and latterly we have used a blended approach which learners have enjoyed.  This 
approach will continue to the end of the summer term and beyond. 

There have been many benefits to the OTLA7 project, learners have embraced the 
addition of emojis in their learning; our tutors have benefited from high class CPD; the 
South Lakeland team has strengthened relationships with Kendal College and gained 
knowledge from their peers; our profile in Cumbria, and beyond, has been raised and we 
have an opportunity to cascade learning to other members of our ESOL team so they too 
can implement the use of emojis in their teaching. 

The forward plan for Community Learning and Skills involves the following: 
 Further embedding the use of emojis in our ESOL offer. 
 Cascading the learning and best practice from this project. 
 Exploring opportunities to use emojis in other parts of our curriculum. 
 Enhancing practitioner skills by developing a CPD package to be offered to our 

tutor team. 
 Reflecting on what went well, what could be further improved and using this 

knowledge to drive further enhancements in our teaching, learning and 
assessment. 



 Celebrating the success of this project by publicising the project in our People 
Newsletter which is circulated to all employees working in the People Directorate 
of Cumbria County Council. 

To support the aims above we plan to: 
a) Publish an article in People News to be received by every employee working in 

the People Directorate. 
b) The tutors who have been at the heart of OTLA7, Neil and Chris, will work on a 

CPD programme that will be rolled out to all ESOL tutors, all English Tutors before 
the start of the 2021-2022 academic year. (This will involve approximately 20 
tutors). 

c) Neil and Chris will liaise with our Advanced Practitioner for ESOL on uploading g 
resources to our ESOL Teams channel for sharing with the ESOL tutors. 

d) CPD will be opened up to the following tutors teams: LLDD, High Needs, 
Mathematics, Health and Wellbeing and Employability. (This will include 
approximately 80 tutors). 

e) The ESOL team will review the aspects of the project that worked well, those that 
could be improved further and consolidate the lessons learned to improve their 
awareness of how to include emojis to enhance the learner experience. This will 
include using emojis in our Individual Progress Record and classroom resources. 

f) Neil and Chris will continue to explore further ways to embed emojis in their own 
teaching and share their successes with the team on an ongoing basis. 

As Community Learning and Skills centres work with a range of learners, of all abilities, 
backgrounds and with a variety of starting points we feel that emojis can be used across 
all of our curriculum areas. We believe that this will further enhance our commitment to 
being a service that is accessible to all and aims to support the aspirations of each and 
every learner.  The use of emojis itself is an inclusive practice and will allow all learners 
to be fully engaged in their learning journey. 

Using emojis allows our staff to have another tool for their individual teaching “Toolbox”.  
Staff will benefit from learning about this action research project and will be inspired to 
include emojis in their own teaching, learning and assessment. Ultimately learners have 
benefitted and will continue to benefit from an accessible and inclusive teaching style, 
they are empowered to feed into their own learning journey and can evaluate their own 
progress on an ongoing basis. 

This opportunity has been a fantastic experience for all stakeholders and Community 
Learning and Skills would be very pleased to be considered for OTLA8. 
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